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Modern charm involves much more than knowing what utensils to use at dinner or how to eloquently

excuse yourself from unpleasant company. Charm is an everyday practice and attitude that helps

you become an enriched person. Instead of aiming to simply please others and cater to antiquated

social norms, you can grow within yourself and enjoy modern life, culture, beauty, and style in a bold

new way.This updated version of the traditional charm school guide offers adaptations and insights

on how to be a woman of charm and grace in the modern, fast-paced world. Style: The Modern

LadyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Guide to Elegance and Charm conquers everything from etiquette and manners to

womenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s clothes and how to be chic and elegant in an intuitive three-part format that

makes it easy to quickly navigate the style guide and find the information that is important to

you.PART 1: Interacting with Others by Charming Yourself First  Beginning your journey by

empowering yourself through charm Learning how to be a woman who is unique and confident

Letting go of imperfections and using flaws to increase your charm and appeal Appreciating the

world, including art, literature, and music through your own unique tastes Etiquette and manners for

communicating via phone, text, and web (including social media), saying no politely, introductions,

and dining A style guide to behaving stylishly and impressing others by being yourself How to be

charming during conversation, including etiquette and manners for introductions, goodbyes, finding

conversational partners, and exciting go-to topics to keep things going Tips on how to be a lady

from masters of charm Audrey Hepburn and Grace Kelly PART 2: Beauty and Fashion for the

Charming Individual  Comprehensive style guide to obtaining and maintaining a good appearance

Selecting the best skin, hair, and nail products to achieve easy and beautiful looks Tips for

conquering bad hair days, chipped nails, and situations where you need to look good fast How to be

chic and elegant through proper choice of womenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s clothes Pampering yourself with easy

spa remedies and relaxing treatments that renew your beauty Posture tips that teach you how to be

a lady in any situation WomenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s clothing style guide that covers all pieces of your

ensemble from head to toe Applying makeup, perfume, and finishing touches to perfect a look

Shopping for womenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s clothes and accessories on a budget and selecting staples for quick

and easy fashion solutions PART 3: Maintaining Elegance and Charm during Various Situations 

Etiquette and manners for traveling, including airport visits, plane travel, hotel stays, touring foreign

countries, tipping and more WomenÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s clothes and fashion choices for on-the-go charm

How to be chic and elegant during trips by selecting the proper luggage, fashions, and behaviors for

unique situations Item suggestions for the stylish traveler How to be a lady during visits to Paris,

Rome, London, and locations in Europe Planning events and how to be charming as a hostess



while keeping guests entertained Information on table and place settings, menus, drink selections

and cocktails, seating arrangements, and decorations to create perfect parties Handling unexpected

and overnight guests with elegance and flair How to be a lady when you are the guest A

comprehensive style guide for professional environments and being charming in the workplace
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What I liked in this book:- The first two chapters dedicated to charm are great. I enjoyed the story

about Tamara de Lempicka and I agree with the author about charm being something that should

always be present in our life even if we are not in company. The tips about the art of conversation

are also very useful.- Liked the beauty tips. This chapter is well-developed and since I'm a fan of

home-made remedies, I enjoyed the recipes given and tried some of them with good results.- The

fashion tips were also nice :) I appreciated the no-pain heels guide, I really think I need it! :)- The

step-by-step guide to host a dinner party. It seems to be easy enough and it's good to have

everything listed in a chronological order so that one doesn't have to stress before such

events.What I think it could be improved:- In the section about travelling, I'd have like a more

extensive list about the outfits to wear in Rome, Paris and London. :) would have been nice :)- The



section about "How to be charming at work" should be a little longer!!Resume: I found this book

charming and really worth its price!

This is an adorable little book that delivers what it says on the cover. Although a lot of advice in it is

plain common sense, it's the book's tone that makes it so helpful and unique - and inspirational.

Besides, it's packed with little tips many of which are quite original and useful. I found the

how-to-travel section very refreshing as this is one area that often gets neglected.But the best part

of the book, IMHO, is the chapter on entertaining unwanted or uninvited guests. For me it was a

welcome and unexpected bonus - and much needed, too! :-) Overall, even if you already know most

of the things mentioned in this book, I still wholeheartedly recommend it because knowing is one

thing and doing is another, and this book really inspires you to act, think and feel like a lady.

In no time was I smiling at strangers and walking with the proper posture. I noticed how happy it

made everyone around me for myself to be happy. I think this book not only taught me how to be

graceful, but it also taught me to find my inner lady.

OMG, I wish I had read a book like this at 23! This is the most practical, all-encompassing book on

how to be a modern lady that I have ever read. I know nothing about Eliza Chambers except she

knows what she's talking about! It covers everything, general good manners, manners for the

hostess, manners for the guest, manners for the traveller, manners for the office worker. Also

excellent advice on skin, hair, makeup and wardrobe.I highly recommend this book.

A handbook for proper behavior in many aspects of life includes a lot of information. This guide is

clear, easy to read and concise.

It's like going to charm school in just a few jam-packed pages!We women can get tongue-tied and

knock-kneed in social situations, and I'm just as nervous as any other woman can be when

attending big do's, but this book has now given me confidence that I'm quite impatient to be invited

someplace posh, hehe.And not only does it cover etiquette, it also starts with giving you

self-confidence by teaching you how to connect to people. If you think about it, our fear of social

situations comes from being out of place and a wallflower-- well, Eliza Chamber takes care of that

by teaching you to break the ice-- wait, what ice? That's how simple it is, really. By acting like we're

friends with people, they do become our friends.It's great, learning all these tricks on magnetizing



people. That's charm. It's all here. From how to dress for different occasions to how to elegantly talk

on the phone. For a short book, it's sooo worth the money.

This book is broken down into sections according to situations. Breaks down etiquette in travel and

dinning also receiving guests. Has good ideas for snacks and meals. Overall it is great read for

someone that wants to have more etiquette or learn about it and how to conduct themselves in

situations.

I appreciate the reoccurring themes of being authentic and considerate of others. The book

reinforces the notion that "perfectionism is for imperfect people
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